INCIPIENT SPECIATION BY SEXUAL ISOLATION IN DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER: VARIATION IN MATING PREFERENCE AND CORRELATION BETWEEN SEXES.
Genetic divergence for characters pertaining to reproductive isolation is of considerable interest in evolutionary biology. Since most studies concentrate on sibling species (for recent reviews, see Wu et al. 1996), we would like to know how much genetic variation exists between populations that are at an incipient stage of speciation. To answer this question, we have begun measuring variations in mating preference among natural isolates of Drosophila melanogaster, represented by the cosmopolitan and Zimbabwe sexual races. We quantify the variation in mating preference and success in both sexes by using a multiple-choice design and an index that is suited to cases of strong asymmetry in mate choice. Different designs and indices for measuring sexual isolation are also discussed. These sexual traits are entirely genetically determined. Surveying four populations in southern Africa and additional cosmopolitan lines, we observe extensive genetic variation in sexual characters as well as strong correlation between sexes. The populations are highly differentiated and represent various stages of evolution between the African and the cosmopolitan type of sexual behaviors. The genetic variation and correlation for these sexual characters coupled with their geographical pattern have interesting implications for models of speciation by sexual selection.